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I. Introduction 

In recent decades, the remarkable growth in computer and internet happenings such as communications and 

networking has created an exponential demand on network capacity, bandwidth and transmission rates. With 

this unprecedented growth in communication, majority of the carriers are inchingtowards 

maximumpowerconsumptionthroughoutthe scale of the networks and identifying that their assessment of fiber 

requirements have been under judged. Different methods developed for capacity expansion: 1) placing more 

cables, 2) enhancing bit rates of system to multiplex multiple signals or 3) wavelength division multiplexing 

(WDM). Installing more cables will prove to be a viable method across metropolitan locations, since fiber is 

gettinginexpensive and installation techniques more optimum. This method may not be the most cost cutting, if 

conduit space is not present or ample construction is desired. Enhancing system bit rate may not prove 

economical either. Many systems are speeding at SONET OC-48 rates, is costly, demands digging out all the 

electronics in a network, and adds multiple times the capacity, more than required. However, with the advent of 

optical networks and the application of  DWDM technology, a very crucial benchmark is being reached in 

network evolution. These networks will invitescale rangeand intelligence to the optical sphere by assembling the 

intelligence and functional strength of SONET/SDH, the enormous bandwidth of DWDM and innovative 

networking tools to spawn a various optical transport and switching based products. 

 

II. DWDM Components 

A. Optical Transmitters/Receivers 

Transmitters are one of the important DWDM components since they share the source signals which lead to 

multiplexing of signals .The inheritance of optical transmitters utilized in DWDM systems is extremely 

important to system design. Multiple optical transmitters are explored as the sources of light in a DWDM 

system design. Incoming electrical data bits trigger the modulation of a light stream.Lasers gives birthto various 

pulses of light. Each light pulse has matching wavelength. 

 

An intermediate line repeater 

It is located approximately every 80 – 100 km for compensating the loss in optical power, while the signal 

travels along the fiber. The signal is amplified by an EDFA, which usually consists of several amplifier stages. 

 

B. Optical Cross Connect 

OXC switches optical signals from input side to output side. These type of elements are usually independent of 

wavelength .OXC is positioned at nodes connecting a number of fiber pairs and also back add and removal of 

local rush of traffic extending the bridge with the service layer. 

Abstract: The cornerstone in communication technology is dense wavelength division multiplexing 

(DWDM). In this paper, an intensive review of the DWDM and its hardcore analysis is presented. The most 

exponential changes in communication engineering have taken place in the last several decades with the 

advent of DWDM to explore the untapped potential of unlimited bandwidth on a fiber pair. Originally 

applied to solve the problem of fiber saturation in long-distance networks, DWDM is becoming the leading 

player in all-topical network. DWDM is insensitive to bit rate and format and permits a communications 

network to enhance capacity without installing new fiber and at a decreased cost with much greater 

flexibility. DWDM installs narrowly spaced channels onto the same fiber and improve capacity on existing 

fiber routes by factors of 16, 32, 40, or more. DWDM has also made it feasible for new carriers to enter the 

contemporary market using IP-based rather than circuit-switched networks at considerably lower costs. 
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Fig. 1 

 

C. Mux/Demux Filters  
Multiple wavelengths designed by multiple transmitters and workingon different fibers are assembled onto one 

fiber. The output end of an optical multiplexer is pointed as a composite signal.At the receiving end, an optical 

drop filter segregate all of the individual wavelengths of the mixed signal out to individual fibers. The individual 

fibersallows to pass the demultiplexed wavelengths to multiple optical receivers. The block diagram shows in 

figure 2 is bidirectional DWDM operation.  

 
Fig. 2 

D. Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers  

Fig.3 presents the operation and working of a one-channel OADM. This OADM is designed and created to only 

add or drop optical signals with a particular range of wavelength.An incoming composite signal is divided into 

two components, drop and pass-through. The OADM leaves only the red optical signal stream. The dropped 

signal stream gateways to the receiver of a client end device. The pending optical signals that goes through the 

OADM are multiplexed with a new add signal stream. The OADM pushes a new red optical signal stream, 

which runs at the matched wavelength as the dropped signal.  

 
Fig. 3 
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E. Optical Amplifiers  

Optical amplifiers (OAs) boost the amplitude or plus gain to optical signals passing on a fiber by directly trigger 

the photons of the signal with extra energy.They are ―in-fiber devices. OAs amplify optical signals across a 

wide range of wavelengths.  

 
Fig. 4 

 

F. Transponders 
Transponders convert optical signals from one incoming wavelength to another outgoing wavelength suitable 

for DWDM applications. Within the DWDM system a transponder translates the client optical signal back to an 

electrical signal  and thenperforms either 2R (reamplify, reshape) or 3R (reamplify, reshape, and retime) 

functions. The block diagram shows bi-directional transponder operation. A transponder is located between a 

client device and a DWDM system.  

 
Fig. 5 

 

G.  Optical Transmission Principles  

The DWDM system has an important photonic layer, which is responsible for transmission of the optical data 

through the network and is governed by various parameters like:-  

 

Channel Spacing: Separation of two different signals multiplexed based on minimum frequency is known as 

the Channel spacing.  

 
    Fig. 7 

 

Signal Direction: A fiber based on optical design assists in inflow of signal in duplex. DWDM system design 

based on two categories - Unidirectional, Bi-directional.  
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Signal Trace: Detection of a signal reaches the desired destination at the other end is called signal trace. This 

directs the light signal through the whole network via plugging in extra information on a wavelength, using an 

electrical. 

 
Fig. 8 

 

III. DWDM Architecture 

DWDM architecture  is explained as below:  

The transponder acknowledges the input as standard single-mode or multimode laser pulse.The wavelength of 

the transponder input signal is mapped to a DWDM wavelength. A post-amplifier boosts the strength of the 

optical signal as it leaves the multiplexer.  

 
Fig. 9 

 

IV. Attenuation 

Attenuation is the process of the reduction in signal level measured in dB. 

 Fiber Loss  
Impurities in optical fiber absorb energy from a passing light signal. 

 Splicing & Connectors Loss  
Optical loop holesfound in fiber splices and connectors fetches or deflect energy from a passing light signal.  

 Insertion Loss  
Loss encountered when multiple optical signals are multiplexed together or when a multiplexed signal is 

demultiplexed.  

V. Dispersion 
It is the expansion of a signal as it browses the fiber. It gateways to thesignal distortion whichbounded the 

horizon of the fiber. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
In this research, authors presented different dynamics of DWDM and its contemporary advancements. In-

depthstudyof different DWDM frameworks are also provided. It is bench-marked that DWDM will 

revolutionized communication innovative networks, In opposite, the current coupling architectural design and 

advanced protocols will contribute to the incoming DWDM based benchmarks .Because of the advance 

switching based design andbandwidth presence via DWDM. The coupling of all the components attachedto a 

DWDM framework is oxygen to the architecture design of the system. From transmitter end to receiver end, the 
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magnitude and quality of entire optical signal range must be consistent.Amplifiers based on optical 

designenhances the domain of DWDM systems by eliminating losses by spreading of attenuation.  

Compensation devices based on dispersion canreduces the intensity of dispersion of a specific range, hence 

optimize the the length of transmission capacity. 
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